
Helping to provide 
peace of mind for 
care providers



The Jackloc Folding 
Window Restrictor

The strength tests 
exceed BS EN 14351  
force standards, so only 
one folding restrictor  
is required

Is tested to hold a force 
of 4800N – that’s the 
equivalent of 74 stone,  
or 5 men! 

Can be fitted to uPVC, 
timber and metal frames

Comes with a 10 year 
guarantee

Has an ergonomic and 
streamlined look suitable 
for all environments

Suitable for side and 
top hung windows

With a restrictor in place, residents 
can enjoy the benefits of having 
windows open, whilst care staff can 
have peace of mind that accidental 
falls will not happen. 

Ground floor windows can be 
protected from non-supervised 
exits, as well as against intruders. 

That’s where Jackloc 
window restrictors come in
Window restrictors are required 
in care environments to provide 
protection for elderly and 
vulnerable residents from falling 
from an open window.

The Jackloc Folding Window Restrictor 
is our strongest restrictor yet, built 

intentionally for the care market.

You care for your patients and residents, day in day out.  
And want to have peace of mind that accidental falls from opened 
windows, or vulnerable patients wandering outside without care is 
unlikely to happen within your site. 

In care environments, the balance 
between providing exceptional 
care for your residents, creating 
safe environments and enabling a 
sense of freedom can sometimes 
be a tricky mix.

Having windows that open are 
safety hazards, as accidental  
falls from windows can, and  
have happened. 



Please get in touch to see how we can help. 

Email: sales@jackloc.com
Phone: 01455 220616

www.jackloc.com

The Jackloc Company Ltd 
Alma Park, Woodway Lane 
Claybrooke Parva, Lutterworth 
LE17 5BH

The Jackloc was invented in 2003 and is the original and award-winning 
window restrictor manufacturer. We pride ourselves on creating quality 
products that provide peace of mind within care environments. 

Jackloc: Who we are

More importantly, we want to  
help. Our team are available to 
discuss solutions for your  
individual window requirements. 

Windows come in a variety of 
shapes, sizes and materials,  
so we offer risk assessments to 
ascertain the right product for 
your environment.

Made in Great Britain


